Instructions: Use the map of Kahitsa’an to answer the following questions.

1. What is the name of the capital city? _______________________
2. What city is the furthest south? ____________________________
3. What is the name of the mountain range that runs North to South? ______________________________________________
4. What river is in the South East part of Kahitsa’an? ____________________________
5. What city would it be good to live in if you were a farmer? ____________________________
6. How many islands are at the North end of Kahitsa’an? __________
7. What valley is in the middle of the Panghari Mountain range? ______________________________________________
8. If you wanted to travel from Bukid to Luntiun, should you travel by car or train?  ____________________________
9. About how far away is the nuclear power plant from Sawtong?  
   ______ miles       or       ______ kilometers
10. What city is closest to the city of Sariiwa?  ____________________________